Abstract—Test Automation saves time and cost by digitizing the process of test generation and execution. The automated test
generation techniques in the literature do not always produce effective and compilable test cases. A test generation framework is
proposed in this paper which uses the information extracted from UML diagrams and source code. The three layer architecture of
the framework is responsible for this generation task. The first layer processes the user inputs i.e the UMLs as XMLs and the source
code as source classes, which are used by the second layer. This layer identifies the application semantic from XMLs and extracts syntax from source. It combines this extracted information together and generates unit and integration
test cases. This incorporation of syntax and semantics should make the generated tests less erroneous as it creates a better understanding of the application before the test construction. These two directional information collection should also mitigate the negative effects of inconsistent UMLs or source code on the test suites. Moreover, the generation of both unit and integration test case may increase the test coverage. A case study, conducted on a sample java project, assessed the framework competence and has been successful to construct test scripts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Automated testing is a process where software is tested without any manual input, analysis or evaluation. Automating the testing process may create an impact on software development cost, since testing consumes at least 50% of the total costs[1]. A tester, considered as a critical analyzer, has profound knowledge on software semantics i.e. the requirements and the syntax i.e. the construction details. Testing is a lengthy process as testers use test plans, cases or scenarios to manually test the software. Automated testing saves time and cost by digitizing this whole process of test generation and execution. However, understanding the program semantically and incorporating syntax with it without human interaction may either miss some coverage area or produce redundant test cases.

Generally two approaches are used for test suite automation - Software Requirements Specification (SRS) analysis and source code analysis. In SRS analysis, test cases are automatically generated from various UML diagrams - class, state, sequence diagrams and also from GUI screen. This approach can also be referred as semantic approach because the requirements information which is the semantic of software is considered. Another approach of automation testing is the source code analysis which can also be referred as syntactic approach as the software syntactical information is used here for test generation. In this approach, source code parsing is done to identify the class relations and method call sequences. This extracted information is used to form the syntax of the test cases and generates those according to the control flow of the code. The semantic approach does not always produce effective test cases as it lacks syntactic knowledge which is required for the test syntax creation. Additionally, this approach demands the SRS to be a mirror reflection of the software and assumes the diagrams to be consistent. However, as SRS is created in the early development stage, the diagrams are often backdated and do not match the software code segment completely. On the other hand, parsing done in syntactic approach is not enough to identify the semantic information hidden inside the code. It often results in generation of redundant test suites, and also complete test coverage cannot be achieved. However the lacking of one approach can be compensated by another.

A syntactic test case generation framework was proposed by Mauro Pezze et al. [2], where the framework takes the source code and some unit test cases as input. By extracting method call information it generates complex integration test cases. However, the approach being a syntactic one, fails to completely extract requirements information from inside code, resulting in 40% non-executable test cases. Another syntactic approach is a tool for automatic generation of test cases from source code so as to attain branch coverage in software testing [3]. This tool automates instrumentation process to decrease testing time and errors due to manual instrumentation, and generates test cases for C/C++ programs. However, the instrumentation time is too high here which could have been improved by considering additional extracted information from UML. An automatic test case generation approach using UML activity diagrams was presented by Chen et al. [4]. At the same year, Nebut et al. proposed another new approach for the automation in the context of Object-Oriented (OO) software [5]. Both these papers used semantic approach for the test generation, and thus suffer from the mentioned drawbacks. This research incorporates both the semantics and syntax of software to generate unit and integration test cases automatically. A test generation framework is proposed here which uses the information extracted from UML diagrams and source code. It works in three layers based on the three categories of tasks it needs to manage such as input processing, test generation and test execution. The User End, Service and Test Run Layer - each have some predefined responsibilities to carry on. The User End Layer consists of UML Reader, XML Converter and Source Reader which processes the user inputs such as UML diagrams and application source code. The Service Layer is responsible for the generation of test cases. It receives the processed data from User End Layer and does further computational operations to construct test scripts. Six major and two supporting components work together for ex-
traction of application syntax, semantic; and their incorporation in test generation. This incorporation is done by combining the extracted method call sequence information from UMLs, with the object initialization and method call syntax got from source. Finally, the Test Run Layer has the role to insert assert statements, compile and run tests.

A case study has been conducted here for the initial assessment of the proposed framework. The case study was carried out on a simple Java project illustrating a popular design pattern, the observer pattern. The sample project source code containing an observer class i.e. Person class, a subject class i.e. Product class and the Observer-Subject interfaces was written in Java. The corresponding UMLs of the sample projects were also built. These source and UMLs were inputted in the User End Layer. The output were some XML data and source classes. These were received by the Service Layer and after processing, the output was the test scripts. These scripts were then successfully run by the Test Run Center.

The proposed framework uses the class, state and sequence diagrams to gather semantic information and extracts syntactic information from the source code. Together this information creates enough understanding of the software internal and external structures. This understanding should make the generated test cases less error-prone and decrease creation of ineffective tests. Thus, the incorporation of syntax with semantics may make the generation of test cases more effective.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature several automatic test case generation techniques have been proposed. Most of those techniques consider either syntactic [6] or semantic [7] approach. Some authors have also focused on regression test generation and some have brought other concepts like user interaction, decision table for the generation of unit test cases.

A prominent research of the syntactic approach proposed a tool for automatic generation of test cases from source code so as to attain branch coverage in software testing [3]. A parser, an instrumenter, and different test case generators (such as Tabu Search, Scatter Search, and Random based) have been combined here for C/C++ programs. The testing time and errors due to manual instrumentation have been decreased by the use of this tool. However, the instrumentation time of the framework is too high which could be improved by considering additional extracted information from UML.

Fix et al. presented the design and implementation of a framework for automated unit test code generation [8]. The framework was developed using XSLT, XML and the C# programming language in .Net managed environment. Also a semi-automatic generation process of unit test code was described here along with the framework. The last product of the framework is some basic unit test code which can be executed into a test run environment such as the Visual Studio IDE or NUnit runner program. However, the generation of these basic test cases can easily be improved to generation of complex test cases by incorporation of semantic information.

An approach to generate complex or integration test cases using simple or unit ones has been proposed by Pezze et al. [2]. The key observation of the paper was that unit and integration, both test cases are produced from method calls which work as the atom of those. Unit tests contain detailed information about application syntax which was used to construct more complex tests focusing on the interaction of the classes. However, 60% of the generated test cases were executable while the remaining 40% could not be compiled. If the semantic information was incorporated with the extracted source information, application behavior could be clearer and the result be improved.

The literature of test generation automation by semantic approach is a rich field. Nebut et al [5], proposed a new approach for the automation in the context of object-oriented software. A complete and automated chain for test cases was derived from formalized requirements of embedded OO software here. However, here, only the sequence diagrams were considered in the generation process, while it might have been more interesting to use activity and state diagrams in certain circumstances.

An automatic test case generation approach using UML activity diagrams was presented by Chen et al. [4]. The test generation automation here supports some test adequacy criteria for the activity diagrams. It also corresponds to Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [9] and the Model Driven Testing (MDT) [10]. However, the generation of basic test cases in the paper might have led to generation of complex test cases by considering the other UML diagrams such as state diagram, sequence diagram; and at the same time, the source information could also been put in good use here.

Recently, model based testing has gained popularity [11] and researchers are exploring software model usage to support Verification and Validation (V&V) activities. Javed et al. established a method that uses the model transformation technology of MDA to generate unit test cases by using sequence diagrams [12]. The method was implemented using Eclipse, Tefkat, MOFScript, JUnit and SUnit; and is general for implementation in any other xUnit testing framework. However, the fact that outdated UMLs can generate ineffective test cases had not been considered by the authors.

Regression test generation was also emphasized by some authors. Taneja et al. presented an automated regression unit-test generator called DiffGen for Java programs [13]. Moreover, a black-box testing technique was considered by Sharma et al. to test suite auto-generation [14]. In both cases if UML diagrams were considered and compared along with the source, generated tests could have been better.

These researches address the importance of test generation automation. Although various frameworks have been proposed throughout years, none of these are complete and flawless. Researchers have applied different approaches for improving the results, but complete success could not be attained yet. Incorporation of these approaches can encompass the desired objective, so further research is needed.

III. SSTF: A NOVEL TEST AUTOMATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, a new automated test generation framework is proposed. As stated in previous sections, the syntax of software is the set of rules that defines the combinations of symbols, considered in that software language and can be identified by parsing the software source code. On the other hand, software semantics is the field concerned with the meaning of software languages which can be recognized by analyzing software UML diagrams. Test cases can be generated from source code that is on the basis of syntax; or from UML diagrams that is on the basis of semantics. Using only one of this information is not enough to generate effective test scripts as it cannot extract the software information faultlessly.
Studying existing frameworks revealed that those do not consider both syntax and semantics of software together. Thus a new framework is required to support this test generation paradigm. Keeping the above factors in mind, a new automated test generation framework named Semantics & Syntax Test generation automation Framework (SSTF) is proposed.

A. Overview of SSTF

During the design of the framework, attention is given on the syntactic as well as the semantic knowledge as a combination of these is needed to understand the software as a whole. Source code is used for the collection of syntax while the semantic is assembled from the UML diagrams. The top-level overview of the architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The architecture is divided into three sections as the whole framework stands on three core tasks. The sections are: (1) Source Code Parser, (2) UML Reader and (3) Test Generator. The first section, Source Code Parser, is assimilated with the IDE of the clients. It is designed by highlighting on the fact that it will identify the software syntax by classifying initialization of objects and call sequence of methods with parameters. The next component is UML Reader that works as the semantic identifier. The provided UML diagrams i.e. the class, state and sequence diagrams are first converted to program readable format (for example, XML) and then read to recognize the software semantics. The final component is a Test Generator that will merge the knowledge gathered from source and UML; and unite those in test cases. Both the unit and integration test cases are produced here, with the help of information taken from state and sequence diagrams accordingly.

B. Architecture of SSTF

The architecture of the framework is presented in Fig. 2. The component stack of the architecture can be represented in two categories. The thick bordered components are the major ones while the thin bordered are the supporting components to those. The framework is separated in three layers: (1) User End Layer, (2) Service Layer and (3) Test Run Center. Each layer has different responsibilities. The User End Layer is the door, through which the users interact with the framework. The second layer of the framework is the Service Layer. It is the main layer as all the major computations are done here. The last layer is the Test Run Center. This layer is responsible for running the generated test cases. The first layer is composed of three User End components. The UML Reader takes UML diagrams provided by the developer and forwards those to the XML Converter. Usually a computer program cannot perceive information from a UML diagram; this is because program cannot take any input directly from the diagrams. This leads us to the conversion of the diagrams to a program readable format such as XML. The XML Converter is introduced for this purpose. It produces XML files that can be later read by the framework. The third component of this layer is the Source Reader which takes the location of the project source and reads the source files.

The six major components of the second layer are mostly responsible for the generation of test cases. The components are the Semantics Identifier, Class Information Extractor, Intra-Class Method Call Sequence, Inter-Class Method Call Sequence, Unit Test Generator, and Integration Test Generator. Fig. 3 illustrates the interactions within those that follow after receiving information required from the first layer. The two supporting components of this layer are the XML Reader and Syntax Parser. The XML Reader receives files from the
XML Converter and reads the information hidden there. The Syntax Parser gets the source code from the Source Reader and takes out the syntactic information of the software. Finally information produced by these two components is used by the mentioned major components of the layer. The Class Information Extractor, Intra-Class Method Call Sequence and Inter-Class Method Call Sequence can be entitled as helpers of the Semantics Identifier. These helpers support it for the identification of the software semantics by categorizing the tasks to be done. The Class Information Extractor pulls out the information of each class in the class diagram XML. It not only identifies the methods of the class, but also stores the variables, class responsibilities and all other small details such as class association, class role etc. mentioned in the UML. The Intra-Class Method Call Sequence is in fact the state diagram information extractor. As an ideal state diagram wraps the state information of a specific class and traverse among the states in accordance to the method calls, the method call sequence inside the class can be identified effectively from state diagrams. This state information is stored by the Intra-Class Method Call Sequence and is later used for the generation of unit test cases. The next semantic supporter is the Inter-Class Method Call Sequence that works with the sequence diagrams of the software. Sequence diagram contains the class to class interaction through method calls. These interaction sequences are in fact the method call sequences among classes and are extracted by this component. These class interactions are later used to generate integration test cases.

The Unit Test Generator and Integration Test Generator are the most important components of this framework. These use the information produced so far by the other components and generate useful test cases. The Unit Test Generator takes input as follows: class information extracted from the class diagrams, internal class method calls from the state diagrams and syntax information from the source code. The class information defines the classes to be tested and also identifies mismatch between UML class information with classes extracted from source code for the inconsistency identification between UML and source. The state diagram method call information specifies the methods to be called and also the sequence of call. The syntax information provides the syntax of method call with parameters to be added in test script. These are afterward incorporated together to generate the unit test scripts; and is stored to be compiled and run later to test the software processes. The Integration Test Generator uses the class interaction information hidden in the sequence diagrams along with the syntax information and generates integration test scripts. The method calls in between classes are concealed in the sequence diagrams, is revealed by the Inter-Class Method Call Sequence, this method call information works as input in the generation of integration tests. The process of incorporating this inter-class method call information with syntactic knowledge is similar to the Unit Test Generator. Finally both the unit and integration test scripts are stored to be run later by the user. The performance measurements are also stored throughout this whole process to be analyzed later.

The last layer is in charge of running the test cases generated by the second layer. The Manual Assert Statement Insertion of the layer needs human interaction for the supplement of Assert Statements inside the generated test scripts. The Test Compiler and Test Runner work together to run the test cases and detect the software faults (e.g. JUnit for Java projects).

For an initial assessment of the competency, the SSTF was used on a simple java project illustrating observer pattern. The observer is a simple design pattern in which an object, named as subject, maintains a list of its dependents, named observers, and notifies those whenever any state change occurs, generally by calling one of their methods [15]. The example project has a class called Person as observer class, a class called Product as subject class, and the Observer and Subject Interfaces. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show snapshots of the source code of the Person and Product class accordingly. The Source Reader takes this project source location as input and reads the java files to be processed by Syntax Parser in second layer. The Syntax Parser gets the source code from the Source Reader and takes out the syntactic information of the software. Finally information produced by these two components is used by the mentioned major components of the layer. The UML diagrams are inputted in UML Reader next. These are converted to XML using the XML Converter. Enterprise Architect is used for this conversion purpose [16]. The class, state and sequence diagrams are shown in Fig. 6 and a portion of the produced XMLs are illustrated in Fig. 7, 8, 9.
as input. The Class Information Extractor analyzes XML of the class diagram and identifies the class methods, variables as well as class association. The `<ownedAttribute>` tags of the class XML refer class variables and the `<ownedOperation>` tags refer class methods. The Intra- and Inter-Class Method Call Sequence extracts state and sequence diagram information similarly from their XML by parsing appropriate tags in it. At the same time the Syntax Parser parses the source for gathering the syntactic knowledge. These are then compared to check if there is any inconsistency between the syntax and semantic information. Then the syntax and semantic information is combined and the combined information is used by Unit and Integration Test Generator for the generation of unit and integration test accordingly. Sample unit and integration test suite snapshots are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a testing framework named SSTF for the generation of unit and integration test cases automatically using software semantics and syntax. Most of the automated test generation techniques in the literature consider either syntactic or semantic approach. These individual approaches do not always produce effective test cases as the semantic one lacks syntactic knowledge which is required for the test syntax creation, and the syntactic one misses semantic information, which is needed for understanding the software. Thus, the
incorporation of semantics and syntax of software in test construction can improve the quality of generated test scripts. The User End, Service and Test Run layers of the framework operate together for this generation task. While User End Layer processes user inputs, Service Layer does the identification of semantics and syntax and produce test scripts incorporating those. This incorporation reduces the probability of generating ineffective and in-executable test cases. Finally, the Test Run Center compile and run the generated scripts. This solution also has the ability to identify the effects of inconsistent UMLs and source while generating tests. A case study on a sample java project is shown here to assess the framework competence. The future challenge lies in assessing the performance of this framework in different platforms rather than Java only.
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